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Mangroves are one of the most productive and dynamic ecosystems. Due to its low proportion

and uneven distribution around the world, their recoveries worry scientists about the future of

this  exceptional  ecosystem.  Many  studies  have  already  been  carried  out  on  mangrove

restoration strategies  to anticipate  this  threat.  However,  these studies mainly focus on the

specific characteristics of mangroves such as species to be restored, characteristics of the seed

and restoration period. Also, mangrove restoration success depends on the understanding and

management on a range of parameters such as biophysical, ecological and social parameters.

In order  to improve mangrove restoration areas  identification  in  the Northwestern part  of

Madagascar, more specifically at Ambaro Bay, this study was conducted.  Starting from the

spatial  analysis  of  mangrove  cover  and  dynamics  at  Ambaro  Bay  from remote  sensing,

Landsat satellite imagery series were processed and analyzed to highlight the evolution of the

mangroves on a 20-year temporal scale (1998-2018). To develop a model allowing to identify

the  potential  restoration  areas,  spatial  analyses  with  both  biophysical  and  environmental

parameters were established. These parameters include floristic characteristic, proxies from

villages and river network, soil type, slope and topography. In situ data collection series at 12

sites  where  restoration  have  been  undergone  were  made  to  analyze  empirical  restoration

practices by local community and to validate the model. The results show that, based on the

cartographic analysis of mangrove dynamics, mangroves cover area extend to approximately

32,745 Ha, and the annual rate of deforestation is estimated at 0.10%. A total of 9,341 Ha was

validated  as  the  potential  restoration  areas  (28.  53% of  the  landscape)  from the  model.

However,  social  practices  of  restorations  highlight  proxies’  variables  importance  on

restoration  sites  choice.  Also,  land  tenure  remains  one  of  most  determinant  factor  of

restoration  area  identification  by  local  community.  Low rate  of  the  efficiency  of  village

restorations due to the various anthropogenic pressures were noticed, so the model provides a

minimum distance  of  1.3  km from the  village  to  implement  the  restoration.  So,  a  better



understanding of spatial dimension of social and cultural assets need to be deepen to improve

restoration management over the coastal and marine ecosystems.
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